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10 February 2012 
 

The purpose of this note is to set out easyJet’s position with respect to points that 
Stelios has raised in his various presentations around: 
 
 

1. ROCE calculation 
2. Inflation in the cost of aircraft since the original airbus deal and the move 

from A319 and A320 
3. The need to consider the implication of Airbus Neo, Boeing Max and other 

new aircraft technology  
4. Shareholder approval of future expenditure on fleet  
5. The 4 January 2011 Aircraft order and subsequent  ‘profit warning’ 
6. Seasonality of the network and the focus of FY’11 capacity growth 
7. Remuneration and the issue of new shares  

 
 
1. ROCE calculation 
 
Background 
 
In November 2010, easyJet moved from ROE of 15% as its key external financial KPI 
and LTIP target to 12% ROCE through the cycle. This was because the incoming 
management team believed that ROE was an inappropriate measure because it 
took no account of capital structure. A higher ROE could be achieved by increasing 
easyJet’s leverage.  
 
ROCE, however, takes full account of a company’s underlying capital structure. It 
is important to note that ROCE is not the only financial measure that easyJet 
considers. The Company also uses NPV when evaluating route investments and 
investments in aircraft.  
 
Basis of easyJet’s ROCE calculation cited in the FY’11 results 
 
EBIT x (1 – Marginal Tax Rate) divided by Average (Net Debt + Shareholders’ 
Equity) 

  

There are two standard approaches to calculating capital employed, namely the 
‘operating approach’ which looks at the asset side of the balance sheet, and the 
‘sources of capital’ approach, which looks at the funding side of the balance sheet. 

These two approaches are by definition, equivalent. 

easyJet’s calculation uses the ‘sources of capital’ approach. This is the most 
commonly used approach because it is relatively simple to apply, particularly when 
comparing large samples of data. Cash funds are netted off against gross debt to 
derive net debt based on the underlying assumption that these cash funds are 
considered to be an element of easyJet’s financing . This is standard practice and 
is familiar to equity research analysts. 

Treatment of leases 

easyJet has historically chosen not to include leases in its Capital Employed for the 
purposes of the ROCE calculation. The reason for this is that it is complex to 
explain and there is no one agreed methodology externally for how leases should 
be treated. One such methodology involves calculating the implicit debt of 
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operating leases (either capitalising or using the NPV of future lease payments) and 
calculating an adjusted EBIT which adds back the interest element of operating 
lease payments. In addition, the implicit debt from operating leases is included in 
capital employed. This complexity makes it very challenging to explain.  

At the same time as adopting the non-lease adjusted measure the Company also 
adopted a target lease mix of 30%. This is to ensure that the measure is not 
capable of being distorted by altering the level of leasing.  The 30% mix is broadly 
in line with the mix seen across the Company’s major competitors. 

However, owing to the continual delays in the new IFRS rules governing the 
treatment of ROCE calculations, the Company has said that it will bring leases into 
the basis on which it calculates ROCE during the course of the coming year. At the 
Company's recent capital markets day, easyJet presented ROCE under three 
different bases:  

 Unadjusted for operating leases 

 Adjusted for operating leases using the multiple method (capitalising at a 
multiple of 8x, as per Moody's methodology) 

 Adjusted for operating leases using the NPV method 

 

Why not  use the Stelios calculation for ROCE?  

Stelios has calculated easyJet ROCE in 2011 as 4.5%. This is based on dividing net 
profit of £225m by £5bn (total assets of c.£4.4bn plus capitalised leases of 
c.£700m). Stelios’ calculation is seeking to use the ‘operating approach’. However, 
it is missing some important elements. In order to correctly define capital 
employed using the operating method, his calculation should (a) deduct from total 
assets the operating liabilities (i.e. current liabilities such as trade payables) and 
non-operating assets, (b) exclude that portion of cash that is part of financing, and 
(c) gross up earnings for interest on debt and imputed lease interest. 

If Stelios’ calculation is corrected for these plus other elements, easyJet’s capital 
employed would be less than the £5bn he states, the implied ROCE would be 
greater than 4.5%,. 

 

2. Inflation in the cost of aircraft since the original Airbus deal and the move 
from A319 and A320 

 
The price that easyJet pays for A320 and A319 aircraft is governed by the original  
agreement with Airbus in 2002. All aircraft since 2002 were bought under an 
umbrella agreement that set the price and conditions for the purchase of aircraft.  
Though the conditions of the Airbus contract are confidential, the actual amount of 
expenditure involved is substantially less than a half of the figure of $1.5 billion, to 
which it is repeatedly said these aircraft committed the company. It can be 
deduced from the information provided in the Annual Report and Accounts that 
easyJet continues to pay a heavily discounted price to the Airbus list price. Since 
the 2002 umbrella agreement easyJet management has gained further concessions 
from Airbus in both price and flexibility. The A320 total operating cost per seat 
compared to the A319 is 7% lower. The capital investment per seat is also lower.   

 

3. The need to consider the implication of Airbus Neo, Boeing Max and other 
new aircraft technology  
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easyJet agrees with Stelios that the Company needs to consider the new 
technology that became available from c. 2007 onwards. Consequently (and as we 
said in November 2011) the CFO Chris Kennedy is conducting a thorough review 
which will consider: 

- Optimal fleet age 
- Full evaluation of new engine technology including ongoing fuel efficiency, 

maintenance cost and purchase cost 

- If appropriate the transition plan from existing fleet arrangements to new 
technology 

 

4. Shareholder approval of future expenditure on fleet 

 

easyJet fully complies with the listing rules. The current agreement with Airbus has 
been subject to two Class 1 transactions. easyJet is in constant dialogue with all of 
its shareholders concerning the prospects for the company and the appropriate 
growth level for the Company.  

 

5. The 4 January 2011 Aircraft order and subsequent  ‘profit warning’ 

 

easyJet engaged the UKLA in advance of the announcement of 4 January 2011 
transaction, which  was classified as Class 2 under the Listing Rules.  

In relation to this, on 14 December 2010 the chairman, CEO and CFO visited Stelios 
at his house in London to explain to him what easyJet was going to announce on 
the 15 aircraft option conversions and the 20 conversions to A320s. He raised no 
objections. 

The Q1 IMS did not constitute a ‘profit warning’. For the year ending 30 September 
2011 easyJet delivered PBT of £248million, above the January market consensus of 
£240million, notwithstanding a £100 million increase in the fuel bill. 

 

6. Seasonality of the network and the focus of FY’11 capacity growth 
 
easyJet allocates the majority of its capacity on year-round schedules with just 
over 6% of capacity in FY11 allocated on summer-only routes.  
 
There is considerable flexibility in network planning which allows easyJet to adjust 
capacity around the network in order to match demand and maximise returns.  
 
For example, in the peak summer period easyJet increases capacity on leisure 
routes and adds many low-frequency seasonal routes, which are often 
replacements for high-frequency business routes where demand is lower during the 
peak summer months. As a result the absolute number of seasonal routes is high 
though the capacity on them is low. In winter easyJet does not ground aircraft for 
extended periods, though it does adjust capacity on different days of the week, 
again to match demand and improve returns. 
 
 
(i) Stelios claims that easyJet is not deploying its A320s at slot constrained airports 
apart from seasonal Summer only routes. 
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Out of the 35 A320s in easyJet’s fleet at year-end FY11, 22 (63%) were based at 
Gatwick and Orly which are slot constrained airports. The remainder of the A320s 
have been allocated to various other bases and have all been used, either partially 
or fully, on year-round routes and/or on routes with specific periods of high 
demand. In addition, the A320 fleet has a higher year-round utilisation than the 
A319 fleet. 
 
 
(ii) Stelios further notes that most of easyJet’s FY’11 capacity increase was 
deployed on new routes, not frequency increases.  
 
This is incorrect. In FY11: 

 68% of all incremental capacity was allocated on existing routes 
o 73% of these routes had competitors present 

 32% of all incremental capacity was allocated on new routes 
o 70% of these routes had competitors present 

 
(iii) Stelios sets out a case study stating that easyJet has been losing market share 
on UK routes to Nice. 
 
easyJet reduced UK-Nice capacity in response to decreased demand and 
profitability in this market at the start of the recession. This is in line with the 
Company’s policy of managing its network to cut underperforming routes and 
maximise returns and it will have had an impact on market share. However, 
easyJet’s overall market share at Nice has grown with services to Nice from several 
European cities. 
 
7. Remuneration and the issue of new shares  
 

40.9 million shares have been issued to support employee incentive 
programmes since IPO.  

Whilst the number of shares issued is correct, the majority of these, over 30 
million, were issued under pre IPO share awards made when the Company was 
privately owned and Stelios was Chairman – see summary below for details.  

 

Why is the Company issuing shares not purchasing them in the market for cash 
(£1.4bn as at 30 September 2011) 
 
The 40.9 million new shares issued to employees have all been made under either 
the pre-IPO awards, the 2001-2005 Discretionary Scheme awards (the rules for 
which were established pre-IPO) or the pre-2007 Sharesave awards.  See summary 
below for details.   
 
Shares issued under all new scheme awards granted from 2007 onwards (typically 
maturing from 2010 onwards) have been satisfied by purchasing shares in the 
market.  These include LTIP, BAYE and Sharesave (SAYE and CEO Award schemes)  
 
Will future shares issued under this scheme be adjusted for the same share 
consolidation factor? Or will they receive same number of shares at higher 
value, diluting other shareholders further? 
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There are approximately 2.4 million share options left under the discretionary 
share scheme grants out of just over 27 million grants made originally 
(approximately 8.2 million of which have to date resulted in issues of new shares 
and around 17 million of which have lapsed without value).  
 
These remaining 2.4 million option holders have a choice: they can exercise their 
options now, receive the benefit of their dividends, and have their shares 
consolidated.  Alternatively they can retain their option rights and receive no 
dividend value (special or ordinary), but their options will not be subject to the 
consolidation process.   
 
No options will be adjusted.  Option holders cannot benefit from the special 
dividend and therefore will retain the same value by not being consolidated as they 
would if they had exercised before payment of the special dividend. 

Note that the amount of the special dividend per share announced in November 
2011, is 34.9 pence per share, not 45 pence per share. Alongside this, easyJet 
declared an ordinary dividend of 10.5 pence per share, and targets a consistent 
and continuous dividend payout in this regard subject to a cover of 5x, subject to 
meeting gearing and liquidity targets. 

 
New Share Issues - Summary 

 
 
A. Pre-IPO Grants 
 
Before the IPO there were awards were made for just over 30million shares as 
follows: 
 
May 2000 25,518,487 
Jun 2000 2,049,986 
Sept 2000 912,600 
Nov 2000 268,355 
Gift Scheme Sept 2000 838,607 
Bonus Scheme Nov 2000 471,172 
 
Total 30,059,287 
 
The rights issue in 2002 increased this to approximately 33.59m options 
 
These awards created an obligation on the Company to issue shares if the option 
holders sought to exercise within 10 years of the award.  Accordingly, shares were 
awarded over the following 10 years and with only approximately 2.8m lapsing, 
30.7m shares were issued. 
 
B. Discretionary share schemes  
 
The form of discretionary schemes formed part of the IPO prospectus.  Awards of 
approximately 27m options were made with approximately 8.2m shares being 
issued under these schemes.  There were, as at 24 January 2012, approximately 
2.4m still able to be exercised up until 2014.  An award of 402,435 was made to 
Andrew Harrison in December 2005 upon his appointment and he exercised these 
options on 16 November 2010 in accordance with the scheme rules. 
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C. Sharesave scheme 
 
Up to 2010, 1.9m shares were issued under this scheme.  From that time on, 
options under this scheme were satisfied by purchase of shares in the market and 
therefore have not been dilutive. 
 

 


